Heli-skiing experience in Bella Coola

TWEEDSMUIR PARK LODGE

AMAZING FLIGHT

PANTHEON HELI RANCH

JAW-DROPPING
TERRAIN

‘Off-the-beaten-track’. It's Sentiers Prives approach for discover Canada. So why not take it into
the mountains and onto slopes that no-one has skied before? To do this, we can only be talking
about heli-skiing and we can only be talking about Bella Coola.

Bella Coola Heli Sports are the guys behind some of the most exclusive, most high-octane and
most unmissable heli-skiing experiences in the world. Offering everything from steep vertical
drops to ski touring through unnamed valleys, they’ll take you deep into the wilderness to some
of the world’s most jaw-dropping terrain. Earn your turns before returning to luxurious lodges,
gourmet dinners and a peaceful night’s sleep – ready to go again in the morning.

“Bella Coola Heli Sports is the current and 2 time winner of the “World’s Best Heli Ski Operation”
title, bestowed on them by the World Ski Awards. CNN Travel rated their flagship property,
Tweedsmuir Park Lodge, as one of "British Columbia's best luxury lodges"!

THE LODGES
Sentiers Prives has selected for you a handful of luxurious villas, here are some of them.

Tweedsmuir Park Lodge : THE ULTIMATE WILDERNESS RETREAT

Our flagship location set on 60 acres of private
property in The Great Bear Rainforest.
Guests stay in beautiful timber-frame chalets with the
heli pad right out front ! The property sits on the banks
of the pristine Atnarko River, where guests can fly-fish
when they are not skiing.
Most of the time guests board the helicopter right
outside their chalets, so we will drive to a helicopter
staging area to access the best snow !
Group size : Usually just 2 groups of 4 people per
helicopter in High Season and 3 groups of 4 people in
Low Season.
Program at Tweedsmuir - 7 night Vertical (regular)
heli-skiing in High Season. Shorter stays available in
Early or Late Season

Pantheon Heli Ranch : THE MOST UNIQUE HELI LODGE IN CANADA

Our Pantheon and Mystery Mountain operations
are extremely unique in the Canadian heli-skiing
industry in that you can regularly do first descents !
Yes, ski terrain that has NEVER been skied….amongst
the largest peaks in British Columbia !
Pantheon also offers the longest vertical in Canada
with runs up to 6,000ft !
Have exclusive use of the whole Pantheon operation
with your own group of up to 9 people !
The lodge, guides and helicopter are for the
exclusive use of your group !
Note: you don’t need to form a group of 8 to book
this location…we can find others with similar ability
levels to take the other seats.

Mystery Mountain Lodge

Our most Private offering! It’s so new, we’ve only just
added it to our website !
A Private experience where we host just 5 guests at
Mystery Mountain Lodge.
Explore deep into our 3,250,000 acres of exclusive
terrain and ski where we have never skied before!
This part of our terrain contains the biggest
mountains in British Columbia.
Additionally, some of the best runs are extremely
close to the lodge, therefore keeping flying time to
a minimum.
Each guest gets their own private room (1 room has
an ensuite, the other 3 people share 2 washrooms).

Eagle Lodge

Just minutes from the Bella Coola Airport, Eagle
Lodge is the most accessible of all our locations, and
the skiing is just as spectacular.
It was recently renovated and a bunch of spacious
rooms were added, as well as the all important
outdoor hot tub with mountain views!
It's just a quick 5 minute flight to our closest runs,
ensuring you spend more time skiing than flying
around.

Our easy accessibility :
Most heliskiing lodges require long bus rides to get there. To get to us, it is only a 70 minute flight
from Vancouver and we often ski right from he airport on arrival day !

Do not wait any longer contact us to receive our availability or a quote.

